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Best way is to do it.. is to dache it!
THE DACHE APP



Problem
There is common thought that most retailers prefer that their customers spend a much time 
as possible in their stores roaming through isle, and hoping the get them to make more of 
those impulse purchases. 

While that may be true in some cases, there is a growing niche of 30 to 40 year old tech 
savvy suburban moms, and InstaCart shoppers that would rather spend significantly less 
time in retail stores, keep to their budget, and have a more convenient and better shopping 
experience. 



Solution
Our solution will:
1. optimize and manage a user shopping list in the Dache app, using that and other data to reduce 
duration/time spend shopping in retail stores while improving the shopping experience for the 
average 30 – 40 year old suburban mom that wants to save time and money.
2. reduce duration/time spend shopping in retail stores while increasing the number of orders and 
store runs for the average InstaCart shopper.

To accomplish this, the Dache team will develop a software application that can track users in an 
indoor or enclosed environment using a virtual representation of the physical space in order to 
improve their experience and interaction with objects within the space.

How?
1. Create digital representation using AR, 3D modeling software from blueprints, customer data (e.g. 

shelving data, layouts), image capture, inventory data, etc.) to (a) map the enclosed space, and (b) 
map/pinpoint items and/or objects within the environment to generate the virtual environment.



Solution (Contd.)
How (Contd.)

2. Embed the user in the virtual environment within the app using either one or a combination of the 
following: leaky (radiating) cables, Bluetooth, cameras (image recognition), sonar, LiDAR scanning 
tech mounted on robots or UAVs to (a) continuously pinpoint the user’s (or their mobile device’s) 
location within the environment, (b) generate a user specific optimized routing system (c) identify 
clusters and heat maps within the space, and (d) estimate time/duration spent by the user within the 
space.



Market Validation
What we thought
In addition to saving time and money, we also thought that minimizing or limiting human interaction while shopping 
would be high a priority for this segment
What we did
● Using a customer discovery form, we conducted four (4) more in-person interviews with shoppers that fit our 

customer segment
● Locations included TJ Max, Giant, Food Lion, and Plato’s Closet in Sterling

● Interviews were 15 – 20 minutes long

● Aggregated and summarized the reports, and identified some themes that support or disprove our hypothesis
What we learned
● Most shoppers we interviewed are spending less time in the stores to minimize or avoid human interaction. 

They are in and out as quickly as possible. 10 (of 40 interviewed)
● Several of the interviewees prefer the in-store shopping experience over other options because they want to 

be able to pick out products themselves -- in person 8
● A few of the interviewees do more shopping online, or use the store pick up options. Remaining were 

undecided slightly favoring online/store pickup 
● Several shoppers we interviewed use an app for shopping for various reasons, e.g. to place orders, create 

shopping lists, and check in-store availability of items, prices and location of items in-store 5



Market Validation (Contd.)
What we thought
That saving some of the time spent on shopping would be valuable to our target segment
What we did (same as before)
What we learned
● Most shoppers we interviewed spend less time now, or want to spend as little time as possible in the stores 

due to COVID. 
● Several of the interviewees prefer the in-store shopping experience over other options because they want to 

be able to pick out products themselves -- in person
● Most interviewees want a faster, safer and better checkout process. They would rather not have to wait in long 

lines to check out.
● Similar to the response to Hypothesis 1, a few of the interviewees do more shopping online, or use Instacart, 

store pick up and other options. 



Market Validation (Contd.)
What we thought
Tight budgetary constraints would affect shopping decisions and behavior
What we did (same as before)
What we learned
● Similar to the response to Hypothesis 2, shoppers we interviewed use an app for shopping for various 

reasons, e.g. to check prices, search for promotions and discounts.
● About 2 in 5 interviewees have reduced their frequency of in-store visits due to financial hardship resulting 

from the economic downturn caused by COVID. And budgetary constraints determined which stores some of 
them visited and how much they purchased.. 



Market Size: TBD
The Market side is still being researched. Data will be presented at a later date



Product
TBD



Business Model



Competition
Primarily: 

● Retail grocery stores

● Amazon

● InstaCart



Competitive Advantages
What makes your app superior to your competitors?  Ease of use, amazing design 
(front and backend), and an AI-powered concierge character or Dache buddy.

Talent acquisition: Dache will hire the best software engineers that have significant 
knowledge in AR/VR technology, AI & ML, Computer Vision and image 
recognition. We will also focus on bringing on board the most adept UX/UI 
designers on our team. 

In fact, we’re taking resumes now (as I speak)
 



Thank you
Time for judges to ask questions


